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The Incurables
by Mark Brazaitis
University of Notre Dame Press
233 pages
$20.00 (paper)
Reviewed by Sam Hook

A man at war with the ordinary, Mark Brazaitis won the 2012
Richard Sullivan Prize in Short Fiction for The Incurables, which
includes plots ranging from the improbable to the peculiar to the
horrific. Brazaitis takes the reader to a fictionalized Sherman, Ohio
in a series of ten linked stories not unlike Sherwood Anderson’s
Winesburg, Ohio. In giving us another slice of regional Americana,
Brazaitis, like Anderson, shows the grotesqueness of truth.
In “The Bridge,” even as a plague of suicides sets in motion the
destruction of the town itself, the mayor continues to take solace in
the fiction of a simpler time saying, “When there is no serenity in the
present, the past is the only retreat.” This outrageous world so like our
own, complete with modernized carwashes, preferences in local golf
courses, and the fifty yard lines on football fields, serves as an symbolic
example of small towns throughout the country. Sherman, the town of
“fifty-thousand people,” suffers the growing pains of mental illness and
ghosts as a result of progress.
Though some stories tend to push the bounds of reality, delving
into the realms of science fiction and horror, the author is careful
to keep the reader’s focus where it belongs—on the humanity of the
characters that suffer those extreme circumstances. Take, for instance,
“The Boy behind the Tree.” Though the story raises questions about
the literal existence of Jack , there can be no mistake that its subject
matter is the strained relationship between the father and son. Jack,
real or not, comes to symbolize the middle ground between the
speaker and his father, and thus the manifestation of their inability to
communicate. “I Return” features a man returning as a ghost for the
benefit of his family only to find that he was not as needed as he had
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originally supposed. The reader is then left with a sense that the story
is about accepting the frailty of human life as natural and perhaps
even desirable. Death, in both stories, becomes the movement through
which understanding is imparted or denied, where speculation
becomes truth.
The title story, “The Incurables,” shines a light of comparison on
sexually transmitted disease and mental illness. Drew, a former porn
star, must come to grips with the erectile dysfunction that is likely
due to his herpes, and as one might imagine, he must realize himself
outside of the confines of traditional masculinity and employment.
Erica, married mother of two, currently undergoing electro-shock
therapy, must find her way to self-annihilation despite whatever
societal forces would keep her living. By putting these two characters
side by side, Brazaitis exposes a similarity in their desire to escape,
not from society per se, but from the way that society views them—an
escape only possible through death.
This collection seems to point to the future even as it drags its heels
in the past. In “Afterwards,” a man named Perkins mercy kills his
family because of an apocalyptic vision of oil shortages and global
warming. The ensuing trial then creates a contrast between mental
illness and evil. The difference lies in intention. If Perkins’s intention
was to save his family from suffering, as pure as that intention might
be, then he qualifies as mentally ill. If Perkins killed his family because
of a lack of wealth, then he qualifies as evil. The author ties together
the familiar with the dredges of pop-culture terror to create a worstcase scenario from which a truth can arise. Like Anderson, Brazaitis
seems to want the reader to realize that ordinary doesn’t mean morally
correct and that truth is a relative term.
The Incurables, through dark humor and twisted wittiness, parades
the worst of human failings. Brazaitis does not attempt to revel in
misery, but rather to demolish the mystery of that misery and thus
to lessen the pain of living. He shows that the worst parts of the
human experience can be eased through examination and laughter,
understanding and love. This collection makes a fine contribution to
an already noteworthy career.
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Come August, Come Freedom: The Bellows, The Gallows, and The
Black General Gabriel
by Gigi Amateau
Candlewick Press, 2012
231 pages
$16.99
Reviewed by Rebekah Goemaat

Gabriel Prosser Way. The sign stands on a path in Bryan Park, just
outside the city of Richmond, Virginia, a mile from my home. Yet I
knew nothing of Gabriel Prosser until the owner of a local bookstore
recommended Gigi Amateau’s new young adult novel to me. Come
August, Come Freedom, Amateau’s fourth novel, has already been
chosen as a Southern Independent Book Sellers Alliance Okra Pick
for 2012 and nominated for the 2012 CYBILS Award in young adult
fiction.
“I am my own master. Gabriel belongs only to Gabriel.” In his heart,
Amateau’s main character knows he is free and wonders what surname
he might choose for himself if he can find a way out of slavery. Born
in 1776, Gabriel was the slave of Thomas Prosser of Brookfield
Plantation in Henrico County, Virginia. A blacksmith by trade, he
rose to lead a nearly successful attempt at African-American freedom
in 1800. Allowed to travel about the countryside to ply his trade, he
amassed an army of over a thousand slaves, outfitted with weapons,
some of his making, to march on Richmond. At the last minute, a
storm and a betrayal thwarted the plot, and Gabriel and other leaders
were hanged.
“Here are our hands, here are our hearts.” Thousands of Virginia
slaves spoke these words, pledging their allegiance to Gabriel’s cause.
How did this man command enough respect to cause slaves to risk
their lives for his dream of freedom? That’s the question Amateau
investigates in Come August, Come Freedom.
Historical documents about Gabriel’s childhood are almost
nonexistent, and later documents about his rebellion contain few
personal details. Amateau builds her novel on excerpts from existing
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historical documents and then fills in the rest of the story with
thoughtful imaginings of what might have happened. For instance,
historical court documents tell us that prior to the rebellion, Gabriel
was once charged with maiming a white man and was sentenced to
hanging. Amateau begins this chapter with the actual document and
then follows it with a fictitious account of the event. Her account
envisions Gabriel as a fearless man who would go to any lengths to
fight injustice and to protect those he loved.
Gabriel rose before the court. He thought of Ma and the psalms she
had taught him … and how she believed, even in the first days after
Pa had been taken, that her Lord was on the side of freedom. He
wished Ma had been right.
He made his selection and spoke the verse in full voice. He glared
at Johnson and recited, ‘Such people dig a deep hole, then fall in it
themselves. The trouble they cause comes back on them, and their
heads are crushed by their own evil deeds…’
Throughout the book, Amateau alludes to known historical events,
such as the successful slave rebellion in Santo Domingo in 1791, led by
the black general Toussaint Louverture. Gabriel asks his fellow slaves,
“Anybody told you about the French island…? All those slaves are free
now—they know what my pa knew, and what I know, too.”
Amateau relies on former slaves’ historical accounts of life on
plantations during the time period to create a believable account of
Gabriel’s childhood, including his relationship with Thomas Henry
Prosser, his young master. Young Thomas Henry is wet-nursed by
Gabriel’s mother, and the two boys become inseparable playmates.
When Thomas Henry turns on Gabriel in an attempt to prove himself
master, the seeds of Gabriel’s sense of injustice are born.
Gabriel is portrayed as a man who, like the founding fathers,
believes in freedom and is willing to die for it. He tells his wife Nanny,
“The entire world is turning free. Since childhood, I have asked
myself, ‘Why not my home?’ A free Virginia is all I can imagine.” In
the acknowledgements, Amateau says, “…the most gratitude of all is
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owed to Gabriel…for believing in the business of liberty and insisting
on it…”
I recently heard Gigi Amateau speak at my local library. Standing
behind the podium, she smiled a disarming smile, then launched into
an impressive synopsis of the history of Gabriel’s rebellion. “As a kid,
I used to devour biographies of people like John Adams,” she said.
“I’ve always been interested in the history of the early republic.” Come
August, Come Freedom is fired by her passion for freedom and her love
for early American history.
“I try to think, what would have made him, what would have
inspired him,” she said. “And I’ve come away changed. I’m not the
same person I was when I started writing this book.”
Nothing Gold Can Stay
by Ron Rash
Ecco, 2013
256 pages
$24.99
Reviewed by Candace K. Vance

Ron Rash’s short stories are set mostly amidst the breathtaking
beauty of the Appalachian Mountains and the lonely, forgotten spaces
where the inhabitants find themselves. Throughout Nothing Gold
Can Stay, his latest collection, characters struggle to find an escape
route to the promised land that lies just beyond the hills. The path is
narrow and rocky, littered with victims who dared to try, and many
who didn’t. Their ghosts haunt the days and dreams of those left
behind. Crystal meth still claims its share of victims in this collection
as it did in Chemistry, exacting its toll by promising a different kind
of escape. Escape is the timeless theme running throughout this
collection, whether the stories are set in the sixties, present day or in
a previous century. One of the most enjoyable parts of reading any of
Rash’s collections is the feeling of falling into a story and discovering
where you landed in time. Sometimes it’s hard to discern immediately
because time has a way of standing still in this land of little hope.
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In “Something Rich and Strange,” a young girl does not escape the
current of a river separating Georgia from South Carolina. In one long
beautiful sentence, the current carries her down the rapids and over
the falls to a final realization as she surrenders to the river. The diver
on the search and rescue team is left to wonder if he suffered from
narcosis or if he really felt her heart beating when he tried to pull her
body to the surface. On the second dive weeks later after the rains,
“She was less of what she had been, the blue rubbed from her eyes,
flesh freed from the chandelier of bone. He touched what once had
been a hand. The river whispered to him that it would not be long
now.”
In “Those Who Are Dead Are Only Now Forgiven,” a haunted
house, not water, claims young victims. In the deserted Shackleford
house two high school lovers share a sleeping bag and a plan to escape
to the city with good grades and scholarships. Their future seems
bright until bad choices, chemical addiction and hard luck lead to a
difficult decision between love and freedom.
In “Cherokee,” the protagonist couple have no desire to escape
their lives or their jobs, just the repo man. Young and in love, they are
trying to make a go of it. Gambling a small sum of money on slots at
the casino, they bet to win enough to keep the man at bay for a while
longer, at least until their luck turns. In the end we discover whether
trust has been lost or gained.
Sabra dreams of a life outside North Carolina as she watches cars
pass on the parkway and makes a game of picking out state tags in
“The Magic Bus.” One day she meets a couple in a minibus with
radiator trouble and realizes they are hippies, like the ones on TV. She
invites them to her barn to spend the night and eat what she can sneak
out of the house. They introduce her to new way of thinking and try
to persuade her to join them. The thought of leaving is tempting: “I
would like to go with you,” Sabra says softly, wanting to pretend a bit
longer that she actually might. But the imaginary game turns serious
when she hesitates. “Sometimes if you’re chained,” the man says,
“other people have to set you free.”
A drained pond reveals its long-kept secrets in “The Woman at the
Pond”: “Water has its own archaeology, not a layering but a leveling,
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and thus is truer to our sense of the past, because what is memory
but near and far events spread and smoothed beneath the present’s
surface. A green birthday candle that didn’t expire with a wish lies
next to a green Coleman lantern lit twelve years later.” The past and
present lie together in this story as the protagonist remembers a night
at the pond seventeen years ago.
Rash continues to listen to what Eudora Welty called the lesser
angel of place that watches over the racing hand of fiction. Place
and past are often interwoven in fiction. The past continues to echo
throughout the hills and the lives of Rash’s characters. The problems
may change over time, but the questions remain the same. How does
one carve out a living in Appalachia—bootlegging, growing marijuana,
shaking and baking? Does one leave? Does one stay? The beauty of
the surroundings seduces some characters into staying, despite the
difficulties and their own inevitable demise, while the promise of a
better life is enough to lure others away.
Although Rash’s story lines continue to document the often harsh
realities of Appalachia, his universal themes have expanded his
audience beyond the region. New readers are discovering the beauty of
Rash’s easy style and the quiet surprise of his insight and lyricism.
Palm Trees
by Nick Twemlow
Green Lantern Press, 2012
77 pages
$15.00 (paper)
Reviewed by Lilia Joy

Palm Trees, the first book of poetry by Nick Twemlow, is an explosion
of poetic mediums: prose poems, tercets, epistles, quatrains, and free
verse. Its centerpiece is a section of twenty one poems, called “Palm
Trees / #” and numbered from 1 to 21, from which, perhaps, the
collection got its name. Through these poems, the reader visits cities
like LA, Kansas City, New York and other unnamed places where the
poet is like a palm tree, an implant, an exotic tree that doesn’t belong.
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On the other hand, I might be completely wrong here and the title
of the book was chosen to contrast palm trees—as a symbol of relaxed
leisure, natural freedom, or even luxury—with the everyday grind of
making a living, feeling imprisoned by a job one doesn’t care about. In
this case, the title makes a striking difference with the themes explored
in the book. You will need to read the book for yourself to make up
your own mind about the enigma behind the title. However, one thing
is clear to me: anyone who has been stuck in life’s limbo, sitting inside
a four-wall cubicle or inside the car on the way to work and wondering
if life is really worth it and if there is any meaning to it at all, would
appreciate reading Palm Trees. Twemlow’s poems make us realize that
we are not the only ones who feel alone, unfulfilled or misplaced, no
matter how lonely and empty this world seems.
In most of the poems, the speaker is an observer looking in, as if
inside a glass case, who sees others climb careers or lose homes while
he stays stuck inside behind the walls of a prison he voluntarily locked
himself in. Take, for example, this excerpt from the poem “Palm Trees
/ 1:”
…Referring to the window through which I observe our neighbors.
[…] Rather be anywhere than here, sitting at my desk, converting
files. Everything here is an establishing shot, and once something is
established, what happens next?
This prison-like existence is built by the system (the government,
the corporate heads, his immediate supervisors, people who comply
with the system, etc.) against which the speaker doesn’t exactly revolt
but refuses to become part: “I refused the Empire’s cereal,” he says,
because the Empire stands for the Oval Office and the President, it
stands for the government of China that relocated “ten thousands of
homeless people… to work details in provincial labor camps…,” and it
stands for the administration of Atlanta that, just like China, swept its
homeless problem under the rug.
Unfulfilled, forced to make a living by doing things we despise or
dread, we get stuck in jobs we dislike and allow ourselves to be used,
abused, forced and have our souls raped. Twemlow acutely feels this
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oppression and expresses it with a helpless melancholy many of us
recognize in the poem “Damage Manual:”
…the little rapes
that go on
behind conference room doors, teleconferencing the
new telepathy, you can’t write
your way out of a box, when
will it be lunch… .
He helplessly watches his friends “whose livers can no longer selfrepair / and have begun to eat themselves” drown in alcohol or hang
themselves “by [their] wedding tie,” looking for escape but unable to
find a way out of self-imprisonment.
The speaker’s feeling of loneliness is profound. It might have
started when he was a child longing to be understood by his mother
but receiving smothering or too much control in return. Despite his
childish naiveté in believing he was secretly assassinating “officials of
the Empire” with karate moves, he cannot gain his mother’s approval
or understanding. She serves him “non-karate cereal,” so he has to
use his karate move on her too. This disconnect with his mother is
probably what makes this life in a glass case even harder to tolerate.
When even the closest person sides with the tyranny and unfairness of
the system, to whom else can you turn?
In the poem “Dear Consommé,” the speaker is perhaps a teenager
or a young man, not burdened with the imprisonment of a lifer yet,
however already fighting oppression, inconsolable at his mother’s
misunderstanding:
me, policed, locked in, interrupted
without interruption, wind
at my back, spending the next day
locked in the chamber of a bong
sucked into mother’s lungs
as she, spent, cast out,
walks off in high dudgeon.
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Now, Twemlow’s poems are not all doom and gloom. For those of
us who are stuck in the everyday grind and would rather be somewhere
else, Palm Trees is empowering. In many poems, the speaker does not
appear completely helpless: he can fantasize about physically attacking
the representatives of the system and secretly defy their rules right in
front of their noses—he is writing on company time after all. “Nothing
happens / yesterday. Nothing happens beyond my cubicle, / where
I write on company time.” In the poem “Jonestown,” Twemlow uses
anaphora, one of the oldest poetic techniques, to intensify the sense of
rebellion and the sense of dissatisfaction with the prison of life we or
others create. The line “That we lay down our lives to protest against
what’s being done” is repeated fourteen times, turning a stanza into a
chant, inviting readers to join in protest, to become a united power the
oppressive entity will have to reckon with.
Nick Twemlow’s poetry offers us an outlet to vent, to protest reality.
The writer’s survival is in his poetry, the outlet that preserves his
sanity and keeps him from self-destruction. Looking for the strength
to escape? Read Palm Trees and repeat this mantra when fear paralyzes
you and keeps you from breaking loose: “That we lay down our lives to
protest against what’s being done.”
The Hartford Book
by Samuel Amadon
Cleveland State University Poetry Center, 2012
58 pages
$15.95 (paper)
Reviewed by Adam Valentine

Before picking up The Hartford Book, I’d never heard of Samuel
Amadon, and I’d never been to Hartford, Connecticut. After reading
it, I almost feel like I’ve spent a little time in Hartford, but not any
Hartford I’ll see in a tourist-bureau ad. This Hartford showcases a
narrator who sleeps under picnic tables, wakes up next to his own
vomit, and dodges the bus station to avoid his enemies. Drug dealers
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and rough neighborhoods inhabit these poems too. In fact, these
poems might make you feel downright ugly for reading them. You
might wonder if you can relate to their scenarios or appreciate their
subjects of excess and heedlessness. Yet they accomplish more than
mere shock. Beneath them lies an apparently honest confrontation
with the self that moves the poems beyond mere novelty. Amadon’s
ability to capture the weight of a moment and balance clarity with
mystery locates his work in the space of poetry.
The Hartford Book showcases a fellow who lives in Hartford because
that’s where he can afford to get his kicks. In “Evergreen Avenue,”
the speaker describes a place where “fuck-ups” land to pay cheap
rent. In this poem, Amadon demonstrates his ability to capture the
density of a moment. Around the neighborhood, the speaker and his
buddy get “wasted” and add shelled oysters to the “dirt & glass” in
the yards. The speaker explains, “because we don’t give a fuck what
/ the Russian family who cleans / these yards has to pick up.” The
speaker’s callousness and indifference alarm in these lines, and they
lay the groundwork for an interesting moment of self-awareness and
clarity. Soon, the speaker admits his nervousness when he packs a wad
of money late at night through his suspiciously quiet neighborhood.
He hears an engine start and figures he’s going to get jumped. For this
reason, he explains his great relief to learn that a small child has gotten
loose in the neighborhood:
…this one night
when all the lights on Evergreen
went out at three in the morning
I was glad that there was
a two-year-old who’d gotten away from
his mother & run into the street because
the only sound you could
hear was that damn kid screaming.
This compassionless description might produce some unease, but in
contrast to the indifference the speaker nurtures, he also shows his
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vulnerability. We expect such a careless fellow to deny or overlook
his own fear, but the speaker’s moment of clarity and admission of
great relief reveals the anxiety of a self exploring its relationship to the
world. Think of Dostoevsky’s Underground Man and his profound
sense of dread when he says, “I am alone and they are everyone.”
While Underground Man marvels at his drastic uniqueness, this
speaker marvels at his sameness. Like Underground Man, this speaker
expresses awareness that the world is not pulling for him. If this
speaker’s apparent emotional indifference serves as the model for a
person, then the world harbors plenty for the speaker to be afraid of.
Amadon also shows an interesting balance between mystery and
clarity. For example, in “Other People’s Cars,” the speaker returns
to Hartford for Christmas and quickly falls in with his addict friend
Kenny, a fellow who figures he had better get sober. Concerning
Kenny, the speaker concedes:
the truth is I never
wanted him to get sober like nobody
really wants any of us to get sober
they just want to take
the scarier ride one time & be gone.
In these lines, Amadon finds space between certainties and leaves you
to consider the weight of his words. We can’t be sure if the speaker
advocates drunken excess or laments the breakdown of control.
These last lines of Amadon’s collection maintain the uncertainty that
characterizes any journey of personal discovery.
Feel how you want to feel about these poems, or more likely, feel
how you can about the scenarios of drunken excess that pervade them.
Drunkenness and art have been part of an ongoing conversation since
before Baudelaire and Rimbaud, and Amadon certainly puts no stop
to this conversation. To say the least, you might not include these
poems in your grandma’s poetry starter kit. In any case, if you’ve ever
been drunk, hateful, or fearful, Samuel Amadon’s The Hartford Book
might speak to your experience of personal discovery.
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Phyla of Joy
by Karen An-Hwei Lee
Tupelo Press, 2012
66 pages (paper)
$16.95
Reviewed by Whittney Jones

Karen An-Hwei Lee’s Phyla of Joy, is a marvel of light, blossoming
flowers, and discovery. Its cover showcases a blooming flower. Inside,
the poems bloom as well.
Lee’s poems are as spiritual as they are poetic. In “Prayer for a
Bamboo-Flowering Famine,” the speaker explores the relationship
between beauty and destruction. The poem describes the destruction
the bamboo plants bring (flowering bamboo attracts hungry rodents
that, in turn, destroy the crops of farmers). It is directed to a lover,
but Lee’s intended audience might even be broader, encompassing
everyone in the world. The speaker asks of all of us that we do not
become a danger like the bamboo plants, but thrive without harming
others and do our best to nourish others: “Yes, we share our hunger /
only once on this earth, my love. / Let us bless our fruit and multiply.”
In this perfect world, everyone will exist in harmony.
Prayer also inspires the forms of these poems. “Sunday Is” could
qualify as an emblem poem because it resembles the outline of two
hands pressed together in prayer. Where the hands would touch in
the middle, the lines repeat in the same order from the middle to the
beginning or middle to end. Then there are more minimalist poems
like “Song of Feminaries,” written with haiku-like precision and clarity:
“exiled. a wire cage. penicillin-dusted insect. frail legs. nushu. women’s
writing.” As with a prayer, readers themselves must decipher the
meaning of each word as potential request or offering.
The recurring presence of a blind woman also reinforces the book’s
spirituality. She represents living by faith, not by sight. She must rely
on her senses, and her connection to everything runs deeper and more
intricately than most. “Her spirit is a hive of words, / xuerou burned to
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air / while she prays, / lying on the floor,” Lee tells us in “Prayer of a
Xuerou Apiary”. Burning cleanses the blind woman, while, lying on
the floor, she is at her most vulnerable. Thus she fully opens herself
to the divine by shedding her “flesh” through burning. We readers are
invited to see what we haven’t seen before, to take notice of the beauty
around us that we so often overlook and find joy in those moments.
It is no accident that most of the poems in Phyla of Joy are titled
as prayers, psalms, or even songs. The poem “Preservation of Rare
Languages” says it best:
Now and then, while writing poems,
We sense the Holy Spirit move us to pray
For the preservation of rare languages,
Zazao Papia-kristang Kanakanavu.
If we lose the ability to write or speak words, we’ve lost the ability to
communicate with one another. We would also lose the ability to pray
and sing and give thanks for what we’ve been given. At the heart of
Karen An-Hwei Lee’s Phyla of Joy are bright moments of word and life
written like prayers to be offered up to us. I would highly recommend
this book for a spiritual experience in language.
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